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Part of the problem in poetics is that terms like METAPHOR and SIMPLE
are not well-defined; this article hopes to specify some of the necessary
and sufhcient conditions for metaphoring, but to begin with, these terms
sill be used traditiottaliy:
A metaphor is something hke he is a fox and he Joxed us.
A simile is something like he is like afox and he is as canny us Q
fox.

However, the more general category, FIGURE OF SPEECH, we refer to as
M~TAPHORING. ~ETAP~C)R used as a verb emphasizes process rather than
oring is someh act rather than speech object.
thing that speaker and hearer do.
In an earlier paper (Lambert, 1970) we proposed some happiness
conditions for explicit similes and assumed that they would
Y to
implicit similes and metaphors, even tboug~ no compared
icate
appears in their surface form. However, the same conditions will hold
only if similes and metaphors are derived from the same deep or abstract
structure. First we will restate the criteria for explicit similes; then show
that if we posit the same deep structure for similes and metaphors, we
can explain how we give theIn similar interpretations; and then we will
explore the types of deletion and their effects.

Explicit similes, such as (I), state the quality being compared, though the
hearer may construe others as well:
(I) That girl runs as swifrly (IS a gazelle (runs swijHy).
that is, the compared Predicate is present in the surface st~ct~re.
Certain criteria involving the total speech act, such as s

hearer intention.
and cultural
metaphor\

-

and speaker and hearer knowledge of the language

a~oc!ation~,

will

to all metaphoring

criteria insure that the compnrkon

apply equally
-

to implicit

and will be dkus\ed

comtruction

similes and
later. Other

be well-formed according

to rules of the grammar, to eltminate concideratton of utterances such as:
(9) He .cad I am.

The major criteria for explicit
(A) AN AsscRrtoN AND
T~IAT oRwR

-

w

similes

as sentence object type\ are two:

A PRESLPPOSITIOS
A cow~~Iso”a

WRWR.

HLST

nt

COSJO~SID

-

IN

That is, a statement of

fact, measurable and verifiable, must he conjoined with a metahngual
statement of language use, a partial definition. Put stall another way,
the first Argument

may be specified or not, but it cannot be generic:

the second Argument

must be generic. either an indefinite

designating a class, or else a class itself: the compared

item

Predicate

must be presupposed of the second Argument, but cannot be of the
first.
(B) THE ASSFRTKN MMT RI CLR PROPERLY: TIIL PRLsUPPOS~TIO~

MUSK

MUST BE ACCURATE OR (‘ORRCCT.Z

Criterion

A eliminates the followmg

constructions as explicit similes:

(6) is the pattern for literal comparison (A “v A); (7) is the pattern for
metalingual comparison.

or de~nition-via-comparison

(P cz P); but (8)

is no pattern at all, indicating that similes are not reversible: the Assertion

I

‘8v’cinrwh (1966) defines both Taulotogy and Banahry, both important notions in
proper conjominp. A lexical item compared to l&elf 1s tautologous; compared lo the
class of whrch it is a member. banal. Another kind of looter tautology is formed when
a specific instance of a Presupposition is conjoined to another Presupposttion. as in (9).
Zeugma, another type of figure, is very close IO (3). based on a pun for the compared
Predtcate - a homophonous lexical item used m Iwo different senses.
a For the ‘proper’ ua)s an A%erlion must refer, see Scarle (1969: Ch. 4) or Reddy
(1969); we wdl not dlccusc theories of reference in thls paper. My 1970 paper listed
five syntactic criteria which have been condensed to IWO, and rephrased in terms of
presuppositions rather than ‘permanellt assigned featurec’.

ML1

AS WI

Al’IIOKl~(r

must come first and the Presupposition
for explictt
(I ‘)

That

Criterton

Gmtle (A
girl

rw~t

-

A also cltminates

Presupposttions
to the utterance
(I

“) Sk ic ar

second. Only

-

A gcrxlll~

gcl:c~ik\

(1) is the

pattern

lllil

,Wifl/J~ (P).

the

(PI.

-% A

can be cheched by ncgattng them and ctiyoining
in question

with hrrr (Ftllmorc.

constructton.

position,

urc

in this case, gaxGc

otr/t.

is not contr‘tdictory.

them

1969):

.OI jfr ac a ~qw:cll~~. hut ,~o:c~llc~ NWII’I

If the result is a contradictory
construction

1,’
__3

ACT

P):

$11i/c/~, (A)

(9) ‘?7%i\ L+‘aI ic sntl (T)

ICI8

$11rfi.

then the nonnegated

is ASxxa \rr.

presup-

If. in contrast.

the presuppo\ttion

the

IS not accurate.

as is the case with those in (I?) and (13):

(I3a’)

Sire is OS Ic,-_v ar n gaxlk.

Gazelles

are neither

hrf

ga:clh

lazy nor industrious;

atm’f

associated with gazelles by speakers of English.
is not associated with boys, human
presuppositions
disjoined
acceptable,

in that

then the presupposition

‘slowness’

‘swiftness’,

is not only

IS presupposed

and the effect of

(I I) is

is not an attribute

Simrlnrly,

bemgs. and animals

in these constructions

construction

lu-_y. Etc.

‘laziness’

are

‘runs

INACCURATE.

not contradictory,

swiftly’

of (IO), and the
Finally,
but

IS

if the

perfectly

is INCORRECT. as in (I 1):

of snails,

rather

than

its opposite,

ironic.5

3 Paradox or oxymoron, and irony or sarcam can be specltied in term
ing pattern: [Assertion 2 incorrecr Presupposition]; see also (18).
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To be accurate, a presupposition check must take into account the
whole

second sentence. For

compared

example.

(14)

is unhappy

because the

Predicate is not presupposed of the second Argument,

but

(15) is acceptable:
(14)

?S/W is as green ar u rock. (P) (rocks are neither green nor nongreen)

(I 5)

Sire b as green

as a rock

in a .rewer.

because a rock ilr a .serveris thought to be green: that is, the presupposition, “rocks in sewers are green (and covered with slime)“, is accurate for
speakers of English. Similarly,

we can create other ‘freshcuts’ or original

similes by adding to an inaccurate or incorrect presupposition:
(16)

?Slre is as nervous us a cat/nun.

(P)(cats are neither

nervous

nor

calm; runs are calm, placid, serene)
(17) Sire is m nerwus

as a lot~gtailed

(I 8) She is 0s nerwx4.v as a prepanr

2. ARfz SIMILES

AND
SAME

METAPHORS
DERIVED
DEEP STRUCTURE?

The concept of ‘deep’ or ‘abstract’
metaphorical,

cat i/z a room/id

of roching

chairs.

min in church.

or ‘underlying’

FROM

THE

structure is itself

useful for getting at what must occur for a speaker to utter

sense

a hearer to understand it. It is a construct, a model for the

vague

ion, “what goes on in a speaker’s head before and as he utters

s”, a way of showing abstractly the necessary and sutlicient conditions
creating and qiving meaning. However, the notion of deep structure can
show only s )me of the happiness conditions

for metaphoring;

other

conditions, part of the total speech act, will be discussed later.
The underlying

structure of explicit

similes is close to their surface

form:
[ARGr
with

PREDt]

(A) ‘v CGMP

a comparison-conjoining

(X

[ARC2

PREDI]

(P)

rule which deletes the second instance

N I’) given that P(X) is an Assertion &
P(YJ is a Presupposition

If we posit the same deep structure for all metaphoring, we must posit

MLTAWORING

four

different

type3 of deletion

surface forms of implicit
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patterns to arrive at the quite di~erent

similes and metaphors.

M~~A~Ho~I~~
1

COMP

(19) She i.c as su iJi UY a ga:e/le.

2.1 ARGUMENTI,
In implicit
structure,

similes, the compared

and AR~U~ENTz

Predicate, PREDl,

is deleted in surface

resulting in the form:
[ARC,]

so that

COMPARATIVE

N COMP

[AR&]

not only is the compared

is the information

or P(X
Predicate

that St is an Assertion

t COMP

(20) She is like a gazelle.

N Y) ---, (X
irrecoverable,

21 Y)
but also, so

and Se a Presupposition:

2.2 A R~~~~~ENT,
In one type of metaphor.
deleted.

and ARGUMENT2

not only

is the compared

Predicate.

so is the h CQMP

as well:

[ARG,)

or P(X ‘v Y) -p (X Y) --, Y(X)

[ARGz]

50 that not only is the compared
information

irrecoverable,

ARG?

-

all notion

ARGr

as a Predicate:

FREDI,

Predicate and Assertion/Presupposition

but so ia the information

that ARGI

is LIKE

is gone, and we must REINTERPRET

of comparison

PREDICATEI,
- COMPARATi!‘E,
2.3 ARGUMENT,,
ARGUMENTz.
and PREDlCATEz
Not

all similes

and

as in (20); sometimes
Arguments

fit the pattern of [AR&

metaphors
it is MANNR

which is being compared,

and two Predicates occur in the deep structure:

PRED],
X) =

N CQMP

M(Q, ‘0

[ARG

--f P(X) *

PRED]z
Q(Y)

or

?/

ARGaJ

SO that two

M~rA~liORlNG

(22)
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That boy talks like a dog bark F.

2.4 ARGUMENT,

’

and PREDICZEZ

A much more radical effect occurs from metaphor
and ARGa

as well as the ‘Y CQMP

deletion

of PREDl

marker:

k
PREb.1

ARGln
(23)

That boy harks

Since all notion

(athis parents).
is gone. we must reinterpret

of comparison

as a new Predicate, or ARGr

as a new Argument:

-, A RG

[ARGII (’ [PRED?]
M(P, X) -

M(Q,

Y) --,

W

-:- PRED

(0)--)

or

Q(X)

or

3. REASONS FOR POSITIIVG THE SAME DEEP STRUCTURE
FOR

ALL

~ETAPHORI~~

Positing the same deep structure for all metaphoring,
plicity

would

metaphors
similar

even though sim-

seem to argue against it. can help explain

and similes

interpretattons;

assertions, literal

nonliteral
how

how

we can disambiguate

comparisons.

can give them sevcial different
we can distinguish

mterpretations:

and metalingual
metaphorical

how we give
we give them

them

from

comparisons;

interpretations:

literal
how we

and how

them from other types of figure, such as metonymy

and zeugma.
4 Less redundcat stn&s than (22) cm be dewed from thrs pattern: He iv I&
a
burhinn dog: He barks like a dog: etc. When ths pattern is deleted even further, the
remaining ARG and PRED can be remterpretcd as PITHY [ARG,PRED,)
or (AR&
PREDs), as shown wi:li (27&b):
M(P,X) 1 M(Q,Y) --c (X)(Y) + X(Q) or Q(X).
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3. I Ambigctities

This N C’OMP deep structure is necessary to disambiguate the many
confusing surface forms of implicit simile and metaphor; both forms
masquerade as other types of constructions - simile appears to compare,
while metaphor appears to equate.
deep structure is necessary to disambiguate LITERAL
as in (19). for which there are two different
readings, (19’a) and (t9’b): the different underlying structures reveal the
difference in interpretations:
COMPARISON

FROM

SIMILE,

(19‘a) That gwl is as swift as a given ga:elle,

Tha/ girl is as SW@ as a gazelle,
member

that one over there.

any gazelle,

ai/ gazelles,

any

of the class, ‘gade’.

In the first version, the speaker has a definite gazelle in mind for the
literal comparison; in the second, the speaker does not. The first illustrates
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Pattern [A 2: A], as in (6), for literal comparison:
[A 2

thesecond,

Pattern

P], as in (I), for metaphoring.
P deep structure is necessary to disambiguate

SIMILE

FROM METALINGUAL COMPARISON. Pattern [P ‘v P], as in (7) and (24a):
(24)

(24’a)

A girl is as snif

A girl,

as a gazelle.

any girl,

aN girls, any member of the class, ‘girl’.

swift as a gazelle, any ga:eNe, all ga:eller,
c/ass, ‘gazelle’.
2

any member

is as
of rhe

CUMP

(24’b) A girl, a given girl, that one over there, is as swift as a gazelle, any
gazelle, ail gazelles,

any member of the class, ‘gazelle’.

S,(A)
\

/

ARGt
/
DET-

-

PREDl

’

(def)
I
a

girl

The first interpretatior~

swiff

is an inaccurate

metal~ng~a~ comparison,

in-

accurate because the SI Pl,esupposition, “girls are swift”, is inaccurate -

IIoRoTHY

girls are neither ‘swift’
which

appears

nor ‘non svvift’. The second is an explicit

to compare,

but functions

a specific girl via an extended
Such

disambiguation

ARk

INTTNDLD

This

popular

grammars
matical

ASD

and normal.

arc ambtguous,
determiner,

can

end

though

metaphor

rarely

they cannot
is a partial

been noticed
by conjoinmg

be literal

definition,

(Isenberg,

by the

1963; Lambert

an Assertion

and a Prcsup-

Since the Prcsup-

thus. similes. half-presup-

as true or false either. Similes masquerade

of fact, as verifiable
expressive

personal

assertions about
assertions about

the world,

but they

the speaker’s

the speaker extends the scope of a Presupposition

for the duration
relative

context

it cannot be verified as true or false. only

be verified

seeing -

as gram-

from

often hidden

factual comparison\.

positions,

are actually

but similes

m isolation

in structure.

or ‘arbitrary,‘agrced-upon’;

as statement\

SIWILCS

COMPARISONS.

by &cnerative,‘transformational

‘correct/mcorrect’
cannot

to

1957).

Because similes arc cr;atcd
position

THAT

FACTUAL

as deviant,

the ambiguity

LI. has only

simile,

‘swiftness’

MISCOSCEP~I~N

Yet simile constructions

1969. 1970; MarSohs,
position,

THE

AS LITLRAL

is continued

indicate

by attributing

Presupposttion.

IiiTcRPRLTFI~

confusion

which

MAC&

way of

temporarily,

of the speech act. Thus similes do not really COMPARE

degrees of ‘swiftness’,

they attribute

presuppositions

to other

Arguments.

3.13 Thirdly.
METAPIIOR

Each

this -

COMP

FKOV LITLRAL

of these utterances

deep structure is necessary to disambiguate

ASSIRTION

now we can posit the different
these different

(2l’a)

(true or fake).

can be given
underlying

two

as in (?I)

possible

and (23).

interpretations;

structures which gr\e rise to

readings:

(21’b)

is

like

a

Ml TAPlloRING

The

first

is a literal

compares;

compares

but

false

5 which

equation,

Predicates

by means

ttwtl“woofi

(23’b)
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identihes

as are ali constructions

it is re\erGhle.

deleted

AS SPtI-Cl!

with

rather

-BE:

of metaphoring:

than

the second

he is an empty

morph.

The boy

(23’a)

woof‘..

The first is a literal
deleted

Manner

Again,

they

can

end

do not

(a) ambiguous

violate

utterances

compares

THAT

grammatical

nondeviant

restrictions,

considered

or deleted

such

rules,

and

grammars:

!tke (Zla

referents,

several

utterances

category

in tsolation

interpretations,

exclamations

~~~TAP~I~~

As we have seen,

in generative~transformational

wnen

with deictic

(25) and pointing

the second

WSCOWLPTION

selectional

stated

with at least two potential

(25)

Tttt

seem to be perfectly

rules as presently

b);
(b) utterances

compat%on;

of metaphoring.

01; THE RULCS OF THE ~~RAWIAR.

types of metaphor
other

without

by means

disambiguation

1s~ VI~LATWN

in that

statement

items

from

context,

& b) and (23a &
as simple

epithets

(26).

Pig! (said of a man)

(26) Look ~lt f/tat gazei/e!
3.14 Finally,

this

TWO DIFFERENT
for phrases

(pointing

v COMP

deep

METAPHORICAL

like blo.~onzs ofstnoke

to a girl)
structure

is necessary

INTERPRETATIONS.

amd almost

such

to disamb~guate
as are

all instances

possible

of [ARGr

‘Y

5 Actually, (21) can be interpreted as a mistaken metalingual definition as well.
given the total speech act, if the speaker does not know the proper use of the word,
gazelle, for instance.

ED21 pattern.
Personification
(27)

For example,

as either true full

TIIe fable ciartcerl.

(27’a)

T/W /ah/e came alive wd

(27’b)

77~ ruble,jrgg/ed

The

(27) can be interpreted

or as Objectification

true tuli

genre -

danwd.

(~ersoni~cation)

rrp and down and moved around. (Objectification)

Personification

of (27’a)

is more

a table does a dance; or ads; or nursery
away with

a spoon

interpretations
structures

rare and restricted

a Walt Disney version of “The Sorcerer’s Apprentice”
band

rhymes

in hand on sprouted

of (27) can be explained

by the

in which

in

in which
a dish runs

legs, The ditTerence in

twodifferent

underlying

and processes in metaphoring:

COMP

‘\
A

------I

In the first interpretation,
‘de-personified’

fable is Personified;

or ‘Objectified’

However,

in the second,

in the total

dance

is

speech act, these
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distinctions

are artificial;

often the speaker intends us to accept BOTH

interpretations at the same time phoring -

&is is one of the advantages oi meta-

but in order to show bow we can do this, we have had to

separate the distinct interpretations.
Finally,

disambiguation

can end THE ~~~ISCONCXPTION
THAT METAPHOR

CAN BE ISOLATED IN A SINGLE PHRASE OR WORD. critics

greed as to which lexical item was ‘the metaphor’,

have Often disanot realizing

NO ONE WORD OR PHRASE can be identified as THE metaphor. With

Thomas’
metaphor,

phrase, a grief ago, Brooke-Rose
while

others (Levin,

Or another Thomas’
c/~c/l

(1958) considers ago the

1964) consider grief

the metaphor.

phrase, roofs I/KZ chr!ch: Brooke-Rose

root.5 “a simple Replacement
the verb-me!aphor.

that
Dylan

noun metaphor”,

considers

while others consider

Out of context, both are right, since these

phrases are as ambiguous as (27). and assertions about which lexical
items is ‘the metaphor’ become futile.

3.2 Cornparisori
We know of no definition
parison.

Yet

of metaphor which does not mention

no compared

Predicate

or compared

anner

com-

item is

found in the surface structure of metaphors, whether like (21). or like
(23) and (27). What &ill be the basis for nietaphoring?

And how is this

to be expressed? And how will metaphor be distinguished from anomalous constructions which contain Arguments with no qualities m common? Without

the notion

of comparison

in some deep or abstract

structure, we will find it difficult to explain the non-equative, attributive
function of metaphoring.

We will also find it difficult

to explain why

certain odd constructions, such as (28):
(28) (The concept of) triangularity

barks.

are interpreted as anomalous.
Comparison

in the deep structure avoids THE MISCONCEPTION THAT

METAPHORS DO NOT COMPARE, THEY EQUATE -

somehow, without

being

false.

3.3 Conjoining
Again, we know of no definition of metaphor that does not mention two
items being compared. Yet metaphors like (23) and (27) have no connectives in surface structure. How

do these two

‘items’

get linked?
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in the deep structure to explain

how metaphoring

nnccts one part to another. we will h,rve to posit some other function,
such as ‘feature
problem

transfer

not e&where?

Wcinreich

“an accommodation”
“construe

from

“Feature

“cJnIradictory

His theory function\

notion.

but without

we do not comprehend

rcferencc

how

1969) is a con-

COMP

wori

deep structure,

in practice.

linhing

the

but not anomaly?

This paper,

process. uses the existing

and specilics instead, mc

in the deep structure
tN

’ (Weinreich),
rooke-Rose,

avoids

SOME SPECIAL,

(Wheelwright,

but highly specifc

by transferring

sentence. However.

(Lamherr,

to a -

it would

a new linguistic

OPERATES

“tension”

aclively

In :I dcbiant

PARrICuLAR

which results in metaphoring.

KIND ok CONJOINIW

METAPHOR

“nore

projection”

process and rules of conjoining,
Conjoining

The

which are “pre-coded

occurs with metaphor.

or “feature

rather than inventing

1969).

why here and

features” which will

fcaturrs”

the verb to the nouns”

transfer”

Bickerton,

is vague whcr he writes of how it will function:

of Iransferred

what kind of ‘accommodation’
venient

1966:

how feature transfer works -

entities out of contradictory

in a language”.
feature

(Weinrctch,

is to understand

1962).

Tllc

ALMOST

MISC’ONCFPTION
MYSTICAL

IHAT

FASHION

-

“interaction”

(Black,

1962),

“accom-

or the uninformative

notion.

“simple

replace-

1958).

Rather,

metaphoring

links

in a regular

way.

3.4 Pres~ippo.ci/iotr
Something

about the relation

Argument

is crucial

of the compared

to metaphoring;

odd or unhappy constructions,

otherwise

Predicate

to the second

we will have some very

like (9) through (14). Yet most definitions

do not even mention this aspect. And terms used by a few to grapple with
this notion, such as “associated

“permanent

with” (Weinreich)
assigned

or “special

ickerton).

1970), lead

o traps about the nature of language as well as to difficulties

with

or

inherently

attribute”

feature”

(Lambert,

the nature of lexical entries and the notion of ‘features’. They

identify

but do not explain
out a notion

time explajning
sewer is OK.

this crucial relationship.

of Presupposition

almost but not totally

in the deep structure

is

why us green as B rock is odd but us green as a rock in a
Presupposition

IS essential to the study of metaphoring;

not only can it explain unhappy constructions.
gous quality

which

deleted in surface structure, we will have a hard

of explicit

it can explain the tautolo-

similes, and it can identify

irony

or sarcasm,

paradox
THAT

AS 5Pi-ICti

tautology.

and banaltty

or oxymoron,

PresuppoLttion

m the deep

M~TAPIIOR

cording

hlFTAPHOKIN(i

WRFLY

kil\rS

patterns

from

interprctattons

a common

Rt

expressions.

MIW’OVC’CPTION
TO

LOWS

Y’.

Ac-

notton. almost any anomaly

interpretation.

of implicit

THE

A N%vF THAT

is a highly specific, quite narrow

Deletion
multiple

x

in nonliteral

avoids

to this inaccurate and tncomplete

can he given a metnphortcol
phoring

structure

A(‘1

such as (28). Rather,

meta-

phenomenon.

deep structure

can explam

simtlc\ and nwtnphor\

how

are p~ssthle

--

at least SIX for (20) and more for (71) -. whenever there I, x1 irreco\erahle
Unspecified

Predicate.

means utthout
never appear

Indeed.

menttontng

it is dtllicult

to talk. ahout

t&hat (21)

attrtbutss or qualttics of garelles:

in surf;lce structure.

Such Un\pecttied

yet these

Prcdtcatzs can he

said to exist. since ‘tt L:.I~I one aspect mu\t he found in cornmolt between
the two Arguments
formed

hctng ConJotncd for the construction

comparison;

struction

an Un\pcctticd

has at least one

Predtcate

thcoreticLtl

to be a well-

in a comnartson

reading.

This

one

con-

theorctrcal

reading probides the hasrs for rtddlrs such 8%“Mhy 16 the sky lihe a table’!”
and many creativtty

exerctccs (Torrance.

1965) such as “how

IS a car

hke a spoon?”
Deletion

pattern\

from a common

CEPTION THAT A MI IAPIIOR
CAN

IW

lOL!h’L> L\lX

an underlying

114s O\L

RI.\ I\\(;

grammattcal

I Ill

decn structure avoids TIE MISCOVVtA\l\G

AND TItLS

\ll TAI’IIOR.

sentence parailel

(1965)

TfRM
pclslt<

to a deviant one to evplam

how we interpret

deviancy;

term ‘underlying’

or ‘bchtnd’ the met&tphcr to evplatn how we interpret

them as nonliteral.
paraphrasahle.
compared
Implicit

stmtlarly.

A LllfRAL

C-hom\ky

Thtb position

What, IZ usually

all
IIXWI

a\\ume\
hy

for a ‘Itreral’

that all metaphoring

‘Ittcral

term’

8s

IS the deleted

Predicate. such as trci//could be in (20) and (‘I).
simtles and metaphors

which are ‘shortcuts’

ized expressions derived from formulas
parienr ar Job owever,

some crtttcs look

conventional-

such as (1%.:~XYVIa, grn\\

may appear to have a ‘Ineral’

this is simply that we have ageed-upon

term underlying
meanings:

or as
them.

that Job

represents patience rather than bad luck and that gra\s is always green.
even though much of the year grass is brown.6
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owever,

for those implicit

ed compared

similes and metaphors which

Predicate not immediately

have a

recoverable by formula,

a search for the ‘literal term’ or paraphrase will be elusive. For example,
which is the literal term or paraphrase of (20) and (‘I)?
(a) that she runs quickly and lightly
(b) that she is shy
(c) that she is dainty and light-boned
(d) that she has big brown eyes and a long slender neck
(e) that she is difficult to catch
(f)

or all of these -and

Thus, contrary

so on.

to Brookc-Rose

ylan Thomas’ phrase, a pie{

(l958),

not &JJ; not rime, not &i/e

ago, has no literal term ‘underlying’

grief-

-

category indicated by cooccurrencc

but only a general Time-noun

! Time)

ego, (

[ ~-Past], and

and

‘cause mctaphoring

a,

[ -Count].

creates a whole range of possible shared at-

tributes, there is no point in paraphrasing or “translating’ a metaphor
into literal statement to ‘understand’ it; this cannot be done accurately
except with

the simplest

ideas or the most conventional

formulas.

Paraphrase is a useful heuristic device which does not ignore the main
purpose of mctaphoring:

to create multiple-meaning.

3.6 Degree qf Deletion
This

N

multiple

COMP

deep structure can explain

interpretation,

not only ambiguity

and

it can also show how deletion affects similes

and metaphors differently;

stmiles are said to be less ‘forceful’

or ‘strik-

ing’ or ‘direct’ than metaphors, though this is often a question of originality

rather than form.

‘force’ -

However,

metaphors do differ in interpretive

the deletions are so severe that they force a a~intcrpretation

of the remaining elements, either by Pattern 4.2, [ARC&
i-P

B]; or by Pattern 4.4, [ARGr

CYARG~]

as

z PREDe] as [ARGrR

-i-

ca i PR~~~~]. Because metaphors appear to equate,
I or
they seem more forceful; in effect, they become more open to multiple
intcrprctations

as more and more deep structure is deleted.

Degrees of deletion

from

a common

deep structure can end THE

MISCONCEPTION TNAT THE DISTINCTION BETWEtN SIMILES AND METAPHORS
IS CRUCIAL,

RATHER

THAN

ALLOMORPHIC.

Brookc-Rose

the presence of like or as (plus others, such as resemble)
criterion in winnowing

(1958)

uses

as a major

examples of metaphor from other types of figure

~~~TAPHORI~G

AS SPEECH ACT

in prose and poetry. Other:. such as Richards and Black, almost ignore
the distinction.
distinction.

What

Brooke-Rose

seems to be getting

one made also by Weinreich

asscciate similes but not metaphors
modality.

Brooke-Rose

at is another

(1966). that of modahty

Both

with some kind of Counterfactu~Il

counts the modal Predicate retenrhle as a stmile-

marker, even though it may be used equally in literal comparison:

And Weinreich
at certain
entity

noted ‘a non-lmking

times.

leadmg

not literally.

effect’ of /ilie plus predicate nominal

one “to

interpret

the constructed

hut with some qualification.

beltef about the truth of an assertion or a disclaimer
for its truth
or

by

. by specal conjugational

‘sentence

indrcating

adverhials’

(perlrcq~

in the capacity

of

of responsibtlity

categories (moods.

evidentials)

CLWCII~IIJ~).

expressions

and

that semantic features are not to he taken lircrally

like, or .so) . . . The copulative

semantic

such ‘IS suspemion

(to-C&C/.

v*erb .SCE~I(IrAe) also appears to function

of modaliration.

.tenzh/c X (‘be X in appearance

as do pseudo-transitive
only’)“.

However,

verbs like rc-

l&c may or may not

mark ‘literalness’:
(30) Tlris book is like fllnf one.
Rather,

it seems that modality

is related to metaphoring,

clear how; both similes and metaphors

hut it is not

occur in modal constructions:

(31)
(32)
and outside of them. Some modals, such as .WCI~ and rescnzhle, indicate
non-equative

constructions

‘be in appearance

only’;

as do lihr and as. as well as the information,
others

indicate

truth-sus~~ending

That is, modals can aid and abet metaphoring,

dtscourse.

but are not essential to

3.7 Types o/ ~efapll~rin.?
This YCOMP

deep structure can explain the closeness in interpretation

of certain similes and metaphors,
surface forms; without
of metaphoring
criterion

such as (20) and (21). despite variant

it WC will find it difficult to relate the various kinds

other than by presence or absence of surface markers,

which is very misleading.

a

Anyone who has had students blmdly

identify (33) and (34) as similes yet miss (35) and (36):
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(33)

7‘hey like porncgranates

(34)

As far a7 I’m concertted,

(35)

Her mind resetnhit~r a3.g free.

(36,

Imagine

MACK

brtt nor jigs.
they can go.

IhiT house IF a weli.

recognizes the ?&~y

of this narrow conzeptiorl

a common deep ?ructure for all metaphoring
THAT iike AND

of simile form. Positing

can end 1 HE MISCONCCPTION

a.\ ARE NECESSARY AND SUFHCILNT

MARK.fRS FOR SIMILFS.

Rather, similes can occur in several can occur in several of the various
forms of comparison

-

those indicated

medals)

intagitre, suppose. SCCIII (l&r).

compare

and .timilar:

(37)

tier rttitrd seetrzr likc/lookr

like/appears

(38) SliaN I compare

thee to a .smttier’.~

those

the

indicated

by

by the Predicates (some also

look like. resemble,

appear (to be),

fr, he a fi%qtree.

day?

comparison-conjoining

markers

ttzore/!ess...

rhatt and -er r/tart:?
(39) She is .swifler r/tan a gazelle.
(40)

NC is ttroreilesv

palien!

and those indicated

than Joh.

by the adjective sufixes -like, -id?, and sometimes a

few others:”
(41)

T/tat pig-like~piggish

man!

(42) He IS fe~rittitie/sfarr~-e~ecf.

Deletion

pattern5

different

types of simile and metaphor,

from

a common

and other types of figure from
INVOLVcS

deletion

EMR~DDING

AND

deep structure

metaphoring.

SUBSTITUTION.

can not only relate

they can distinguish
For example,

rather

metonymy
METONYMY

than comparison

and

:

7 Interestingly, superlative forms turn simdes tnto metaphors: 139a) She is the
dwi/ffw
ga:e/k
r/w .swiftrst of ~fzxlm.
or eke literal hut false asserttons.
Literal
comparisons deal with RFLATWE qualirw: metaphormg with ABSOLUTES.
* The adJeCtiVeSin (41) are borderline Caw; skWrJ’-eJed
can
be
derived from eyes
Iike sms, or ~ye.s made of smrs, for example.

I

I
he

I

I

hcarr

he
(43)

sod

His iwar? h sud.

Full metonymy,

substitutes FRED2

for ARCI,

represented

thus:

ARGI

-----PREDi
I
sod

c
I

I
c

heart

(44) Hearis are sad

This wil:

hold

~etonymy

-

whether

we hcve

a part or quality

Body-part

Metonymy

Deep structure can also reveal similarities

among

both metonymy

a combination

and metaphoring

and Presupposition,

or Attribute

substitutes for the whole

but metonymy

involve

Argurnentt.

figures: for example,
of Assertion

does this by embedding,

not con-

joining.

3.9 Syntaclie

Criferia

Reddy (1969) argues that there can be no general syntactic criterion
metaphor;

we acsert that this is true only if dealing with

for

surface forms.

Deep

structure allows

correct

Presupposition)

us to posit one semantic (proper

Assertion;

and two or three syntactic criteria

(A

‘5: P

pattern; correct conjoining: correct deletion) necessary for met.lpho-ing.
These are necessary but not sut?icient conditions for the speech avt of
metaphoring.

Although

we could use other aspects of the speech act,

such as speaker and hearer intention.

to explain

how we inte$pret

ambiguous conStructtons. we have tried to explain as much as possible
lingutstically

by examination

of texts. That i$. we want to say not only

that a speaker in a given situation
also want to show what he does -

intend5 an utterance Itterally,

we

what kind of utterances he makes --

when he’s being literal. This paper hopes to dispel both IHI. WIKVN( I PTION

TIIAT

Ml 1APIIOR

hllSCON~ I PTION

TIIAT

IS A PCRt LY ‘SI MASTIC
Ml TAPIIOR

4. EFFECTS

Implicit simib

PI1IYOUEWN,

IS PlJRLLY A LI\GCItSTIC

Of- DELI. rION

IN

and

TIIE

PlI[‘iiOMLNOS.

METAI’HORING

and metaphors are highly deleted elliptical constructions.

eletion of the compared
i:aI Ison-conjotntng

Predicate, compared Manner

markers, affects their interpretation

item, or comin many ways:

When a phrase is so conventionalized as to have oniy one interpretation.
perhaps has even acquired a secondary usage recorded in the lexicon such as formulas

like as puriear us Job, u.c re(l a.c a rose, and dead or

radical metaphors like by r/jr /1x/7/ o/r/G,

ditcrrsticm

-

then the amount of

deletion matters little. We can say with much the saute etfect:
(45) He’s u pig.
(46) He’s piggf ~3.
(47) He’s as greed)! a7 a pig.
Similarly,

(I) is not much diRerent from (19j.s

4.2 Conftrtiorr
The opposite can occur; rather than an interpret&ion
almost unnoticeable. sometimes hear
9

so easy as to be

s stumble across deleted utterances

Unless the speakerIScomparing her SH,~. vnp or/I.siw swi/r/.v wth a gazelle running
swiftly, in whtch case, he would be likely to specify ths m surface form.

~1LIAPIlOHING

so elliptical
experience

AS SPI LCH

as to be incomprehensible.
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Perhaps they lack the ncces\ary

-- to know thar ac f;r,/ us n,~ a,gr~

rm~rh~r hrur meant

fast’. Or perhaps they lath the nececsary knowledge
that she repre?en:s cndiess weeping.

-

to understand

who Nlobe

‘tery
iz and

(48):

(48) .S/IC’.\n h’iohe.
Or perhaps they lack the necc\sary Anowledge

of language u\e -

and foreigner?

in a language.

unsure of the pre\ttppositron\

they misunderstand
equation

--

speaker mtentmn,

emheddcd

restricted

to, certain

cio\\n the street!”

or “Why

did 10” \a> )o~

Sometnner
surface

confusion

form

deceptive:

caused

without

I can’tmeasure

in interpretation

a comparison

without

Assertion

compare

rather than attribute

marker,

metaphors

interpreted

often

111051

\ec any

as\oclatcd

It?”

And

to Interpret
wtth.

but

not

of poetry:

by deletion.

and

don’t

the sheer clTort rcqtured

con\tructlon\
Alnd,

or

I

hearers gibe up from

complex,

compartson

galelIe?

replies.

can run faster than a gacellc Hhen IOU know
somctimcs

literal

“What

the person who

gazelle\. just a gtrl \\nlhlng

cxpectmg

children

Or pcrh,tps

marker.

Presupposition

appear

arises from

Surface

forms

the amb@ty

tn

m metaphormg

arc

metaphors
information,

appear :o equate:
smiiles

with emphasis. Also. without
to be contradictory:

as false; or else reinterpreted

either

to handle

their

appear

to

a comparison
they

must

be

markedness.

ence their directness or Torte’.

Deleted
ambiguity:

compared

Predicates or Manner

a multip!icity

(21) have a surface

form

items :reate another

of possible meanings.
which

makes

many

For example,
different

kind

PRO-VERBS

possible in deep structure:
quiet/still

of

(20) and

as gazelle BE

S’lc LOOK

big-eyed/startled

as gazelle LOOK

S-te ACT

shy:dainty:gracefur

as gazelle ACT

Sic

MOVE

abrupt/smooth

as gazelle MOVE

Sne GO

swift ‘tireless

as garelle GO

She HAVE

legs*eye$‘throat

as gazelle HAVE

Sne FEEL,

tinyihelple,~

as gazelle FEEL,

She FEEL2

smooth soft) furry

She SOUND

TASTE,‘SMELL/

resulting in a myrtad of possible interpretations.
may have been deliberately

as gazelle FEEL2

etc.
Hw:ever,

this ambiguity

chosen by the speaker. He may want the

hearer to accept several rather than merely one of the possible interpretations:

some speakers deliberately

prolong ambiguities in meaning

over the whole discourse. By using an elliptical

form of simrle, or met-

aphor, a speaker can mean several things at once; he is less explicit but
more allusive. Indeed, metaphor is used precisely when a speaker does
not care to nor need to be explicit -- if, when he describes a girl, he does
not particularly

care whether the hearer learns that she runs cd/?/r.

jusi that she is delicate, graceful, shy, and also swift, he will use implicit
rather than explicit simile form. In this way, metaphoring is a SHORTCUT
to multiple

meaning; to say explicitly what a metaphor alludes to would

take more than a few separate explicit similes. The price of the she-tcut
for the speaker is loss of control

of wttrctt

of the possible multiple

meanings hearers may select, though convention will predispose them to
certain ones.

4.5 Acliw

Imerpreturion

Deletion enhances the power of the hearer; as the speaker is less explicit,
the hearer

nust be more active. He must search for the unstated com-

pared aspe ts, resolve feature contradiction,
interpretaticns

decide which

of several

to accept, resolve the ambiguities of surface form, and

with metaphors, reinterpret the structure if he is not to take it as literally
false. With metaphoring,
interpretation;

the hearer may choose -

to interpret

several possible metaphorical

literally

to interpret or block

or nonliterally;

to select one or

interpretations.

4.6 Econonzy of Expression
Finally,

deletion creates a ‘compression of meaning’

found

in meta-

ME?A~tiORlNG AS SPEECH ACT

phoring,

an economy

can be achieved

5. REASONS

Deletion

and

use deliberately
or original

demand

constructions
meaning.

sayings.

attention

Shortcuts

offer

either

brevity

and

effects

which

fall into two

to language

Argument.

efhciency;

F~~S~C~TS

creates

save time and

they either emphasize

to the second

AND

by ‘freshcuts’.

1 hese reasons

FRFSKUTS

They

and eficiency

and

SHORTCUTS

metaphor

time and thought;

else draw

this brevity

by ‘shortcuts’

to convey

SHORTCUTS and

categories:

formulas

However.

ways,

FOR METAPHORING:

in simile

speakers
basic

of expression.

in two diRerent

expression
thought

the compared

quality,

as in a Homeric

freshcuts,

-

or else

originality

or

simile.

and

atten-

tion.
First,
that

however,

we wish to restate

the process

whenever

explaining

something

complex

an analysis,

or else

enable

us to explain

simpler

model;

to argue

to present

without

having
a totally

phoring

point

to state

would

a world-view.
by point;
them

but

take

impossible.

and

to hint

of deletion
is quite

and

be too

without

having
attitudes

ineffable;

Secondly,
processes

different

from

can

familiar,

connote

at the

or phenomenon.

this

long.

to a more

a way of seeing,
to suggest

use metaphor

too

Metaphoring

by analogy

directly;

patterns

Synesthesia,

is economical,

Speakers

would

be

process

new experience

uses formulas,
and

to meaning.
literally

a complex

its merits

describe
cation

that all metnphoring

itself is a shortcut

or to

all meta-

hkc Personifithe utterance

itself being a formula.

5. I
Shortcuts

are easy to identify

.Shortcufs

by ‘illing in the blanks:

... doortml
. .. peacoch /prittradotttta
he’s a pig means he’s.. . . greedy
hc Itas an.. .... iron. .... wiil
as dead as a..
PS vaitzas a..

Ihc

Argument

of the Presupposition,

with its Predicate
for that
bad

by habitual

Argument.

luck, and

Thus,

Niobe,

Ss in the deep structure,

use. to the exclusion
Job comes

weeping rather

to represent
than

is equated

of all other
palience

Predicates
rather

fertrle mofherhood.

than

Allusion,

epithet,

and metonymy

are three familiar

they can hc used for ‘freshcuts’
Conventionali/cd

similes and metaphors

(I) they are easy to think
likely to beclcar
of control
distract

figures for shortcuts,

are used for several reasons:

of, being familiar;

(2) being familiar,

to the hearer, so that the speaker relinquishes

over intcrprctation:

(3) being clear.

the bearer’s attention

they can be used purely

from

for empba&

has failed

These formulas

bczoming

Eventually

almost

all

P t the other

of idioms

end of the continuum
!i!i
Dylan

a5

Thorna

bv his freshness

attention:

attention

to stop, notice,

of vision.

to their

their

ways of seeing and believing.
and reinterpret.
unique

rri!ic,

1935; RugoK

arise to explain

seeing and feeling.
sonifying

the world

listens;

the computer
if the city

sprawls,

skdl,

is netv, though

the

often

study

a man

through

his

1939).
particularly

the lake

if the gate won’t
it’s getting

vacation

used to express the notion

to gain

verbal

Freshcuts reveal the speaker’s

Less extremely,

swim;

sabotages every goddam

their

us: the desk squats in wait;

is angry.

to those who can’t

use freshcurs
wit,

new ways of

can be expressed by Animating

around

of

Freshcuts force the hearer

new experience,

Paranoia

also easy to identtfy

since the utterance

mind:

and

(Spurgcon,

reasonable:

and end

not have thought

Speahcrs

originality,

personality

sullen

shortcuts.

writes, WWM Ircr~,?/roar rhc !rccc, we

in the language.

Freshcuis

of their

11105t

or dead metaphor

we would

pattern will be pre-coded
imagery

lose

be succc\sful

are freshcuts,

in the blanks:

are struck

their particular

must
to

of idioms and smliles.

because we carmat
them. As soon

to

and thus

about c/~orrruil\. the \pcaker

emphasis,

they reach the >tatu\

up in a dictionary

they arc not likely

I)cut/ us o &~~~cri/ 15 reo//_r r/eat/.

into thinhtng

in his intentions.

they are

a minimum

the topic of the dtscourse,

and if a hearer gets distracted
meaning.

though

as well.

is angry

and

close. it’s being un-

out of hand:

we get. Simdarly,

and Per-

the furniture

and the c:tr

metonymy

of a split self, and to disclaim

can be

responsibility

for our actions:
M_r n&d
My foot
Silence

Through

ir patriotic,
kicked
nurrr/ererl

hut my ~tonrach

ot’er fhc wte,
thir mau.

the use of connotation,

of view obliquely.

i,s hungry.

I didti’t.

freshcuts present attitudes

and points

Saying that she has a plastic smile conveys

the con-

~ILI’APHORING

ventional

notion

‘superficial’.

of ‘fake’,

but also the connotations

‘mars-produced’.

process can function
“Bartholomew

z45

AS SPtCCH AC1

‘cheap’,

‘unnatural’,

more subtly. For example.

and the OOhlcck”,

,3con&tent

of ‘man-made’,

etc. However,

this

in the Dr. Seuss story.
scrics of simllea used 10

describe this nonsense item convey a set of secondary quahttes:

first the

oobleck comes down as hug as raisins, then a\ big as plums, then as big
a5 grapefruit
several

-

but not as big 35 yuuttcrs

secondary

charactcrrsttes

or basketball\.

of ooblcek

‘fruity in taste’. and ‘round Jr drop-shaped’.

indtcatmg

as ‘chcw,rhle’.

‘edthlc’,

So when the Kmg’s guard

tries to eat some, we arc no! surprised to lind it more like bubblegum
than ‘mything else.
Freshcuts can a!50 force a new way of seeing. a5 a heuristic
invention:Synecttcq
and the “strange

excrcise.(Gordon.
familiar”;

1961) “make the famtliar

for example,

“imagine

sprtng” or “suppo5c a can opener worhcd
can crcrtc humor

tool for
strange”

you arc a foil

lrhc a clam”.

or

And frcshcuts

.ntt of the uncxpcc~cd and incongruous:

one pattern

is to take an unhappy simile and modify II -~ 05 Ii%elr/as (I toud becones
0% /rgllt ar a /oarl/i//ct/
Finally.

with lrdiwn, and

(I6)becomes

speakers. whether 5cicntilic or rcligiou\.

communicate

the nontangthlc

and tnctfablc.

Sometimes

an image, sometimes a whole story or ptrablc.
the hearer to become involved

(I 7i or

(I8).

resort IO freshcuts to
the frc5hcut is

but in each case it forces

in active tnterprctation,

to fund meanings,

and accept or reject these as a way of living.

6. MCTAPHORING

AS SPUX%l

4CT

We have shown earlier that metaphor cannot hc isolated in a single word
or phrase;
sentenec.

similarly,
Since

constructions,

neither

similes

c:*n n:c:+or

.tr.d mehphors

such a5 (19) through

be tsolatcd
in

(27).

isolation

in the single

are

ambiguous

such study of metaphoring

apart from context can only indicate the presence of comparison
and feature contradIction,
literal,

PoTtNrnvr_

pretations.

hypothesize

anomalous.

and

Only rarely does mctaphoring

contexts, ard
POTENTIAL

markers

supply POTWTIAL

metaphorical

occur within

inrer-

the confines of a

single sentence; it is much more of a discourse and genre phenomenon,
as Austin

puts it (1962:

but the issuing of an utterance in a speech situation”,
act”.

or,

138). “what we have to study is MJI the sentence
or “the total speech

Metaphoring

cannot exist independent

metaphorical

patterns

and

of context and referent. only

potential

metaphorical

mtcrpretarions.

Context and referent can disambiguarc utterances lihe (19) through (27).
However. let’s examine what would seem to be an ob\iou\

metaphorical

phrase rather than an ambiguous one to make this point clear: hloccor~r
of .tr&c.

linfortunately.

tbithout

corwderlng

thu total

qwech

act, we

can not know whether the phrase refers to:
(a) grey blossoms
(b) billowing
(c) fio~rs

smoke

on a smoke tree

(d) nothing at all
(e) growirg
(f,

fe;lings

of emptiness

all or none of these.

Again, is there a metaphor here? If so, which one?

6.2 Speaker
Similarly,

ad

Hearer

metaphoring cannot exist independent of speaker .pnd hearer,

only attempts and possible interpret&ions.

Meraphoring

is an inter-

preG\e act by both speaker and hearer.
When a child still learning the language utlers one of the followmg,

he

does not intend it as metaphor. but as Itteral though analogical statement:

(5Q) I broke

ofi a

Ieaf urtcf now rlw ~rec’s bleed&g.

(51) (of an excavation)

Hey.the_r’re
huilditlg

a hole!

The parents’ delight is not so much :n the nsiveti
since they are not equally enraptured

of such utterances,

with other analogical

utterances

like I goed bronzeand I/r/? nz_rPark, but in the metaphorical interpretation
THEY, the parents, give such utterances, what

is often called a child’s

‘freshness ef vision’. Thus. with (501. the child probably still considers
tree ;IS [$-Animate]
feature

like animals, and for him, the utterance contains no

contradiction.

metalingual

Later,

or perhaps immediately,

he learns the

information:

‘Trees don’t bleed; they don’t have blood, but sap; and the sap
leaks.’

MFTAPHORING AS SPLECH ACT

Then, bcmg more sophisticated, he realizes that (50) is a ml+!Le,

n

no longer utters it. since he is busy mastering literal comrnuni~~ti

xI.;

In contrast, the parents are likely
perhaps as Animation
(De-animation

to interpret

(50) quite 4iVcrL &rly
as Obj;c:ii~c

of tree. but more probably

tot

of hleecl): “tree leaks sap like blood”. Thus. hov .t I,\~CI

utterance of the [A -

P] pattein is interpreted depends on bntb <,p’ IL,:

and hearer intention and speaker and hearer knowledge of the /a ~?,,a,
and culture.
Limiting
the ‘text’,

,

linguistic analysis to sirgle sentences, or an examlnaii.

il

supposedly avoids the “intentional

al d

Brooks, 1957). However,

the intentional

SIDERING SPEAKER lNTCWlON

(Wim>arl

fallacy arises. MIT iw?i

AS PART OF THE SPIICti

NOT CONSIDERING THE TOTAL SPEtCH ACT -

act hypothesizes a speaker intention
the case. Simply

fallacy”

ACr,

RI!)

I(

-

isi.’

a person OUtSide the s ,3e ,t

which may or may not h.c\c Siren

because speaker intention

can know a speaker’s intention only if

I am

is hard to ascert,tirl --

I

the speaker, or rf the \rcaker

tells me (and he might be lying or putting me on) -

does not mcI il that

it can be ignored in studying the process of metaphoring. Indeed. tglmring
the notion of intention makes defining and uring the terms LITTRAI and
NOKLITERAL impossible; they cannot be defined \)utside the total \lleech

act, since, though they may be predicated of sentences. these terms
PRESUPPOSEa speaker or hearer with that particular

Metaphoring

intention.

is itself a speech act very much like stating or commat4ng:

expressing, suggesting, even imposing a viewpoint

counter to fact by

means of an Assertion conjoined to a Presupposition
marker, each of which may be partially

or wholly

by a comparison

absent in the actual

utterance, or surface form.
Metaphor

is one of Austin’s ‘masqueraders’, and so is simile; meta-

phors masquerade as equative, identifying
or ‘deviant’;

constructions which are false

similes masquerade as comparisons of qualities which can

be either measured and verified or else checked against actual language
use.

ut the %ec: of conjoining a Presupposition to an Assertion is to

attribute

and emphasize a quality

with a given item. Metaphoring,
AND

metaiing~a~

statement,

or qualities

not usually associated

because it is both factual statement

is in combination,

NEITHER.

Since it is

1” This is not to say that children do not mastercertain typesof metaphoringquite
early; they are quite expertat hurling epithetslike Pig! and Srinky garbagmm!

UOROTHY

only partly
position,
or

Assertion,
it cannot

‘report’

or

mentarily

it cannot be literal;
be a detinition.

‘constate’

than sAYtr% something:
way of seeing, feeling,
unique

but what

reality;

Metaphor

the speaker

another

creates mo-

are neither

‘reality’,

Thus

and judging:

‘world-creating’

Presup‘describe’
true

is an action which is more

and CI priori.

connecting,

and momentary

does not

thus, metaphors

it is fabricating

a pnsrcriori

between

since it is only partly

Metaphoring

anything

as a counterfactual

nor false, only happy or unhappy.
pended

MACK

a world

metaphor

sus-

tMPosrs a

it forces the speaker’s

and ‘contrary-to-fact’

perspcc-

tive on the hearer.
Much

metaphoring

suspending

occurs within

discourse

mode, by such verbs as bnugim.

which

indicates

hclicw. dram.

ut others appear as direct statements,
function
certain
speaker
thus”,

very much like weak commands,
way, as both
were saying,

locutionary
“I

way, to understand

illocutionary

“I assert it thus”:

DC&. it is as if a
“I suggest you see it

or “XC it this way. feel this

me”.

Only with impositives

does a question

types the speaker IS not urging
nor necessarily

and

yet they

suggestions to see or feel in a

urge you to see it thus”,

“I create it thus”,

a truth-

trrppotc, etc.,

to AGREE with

terances have value

-

either

of belief arise; with the first two

the hearer to BELIEVE what he says is true,
him,
useful

but merely

to ACCEPT that his ut-

in communicating

feelings, or else of merit as an indi~,idual’s

concepts

and

self-expression.

With the third

type, the speaker hopes to persuade the hearer to adopt

his viewpoint.

The suggestive speaker uses existing metaphor,

ranging from the relativzly

hl~TAP~tORiNG AS SPEtCH

unfamiliar
positive
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to the unnoticed, and common me-coded patterns;
speaker creates new

metaphor,

or

uses existing

the im-

metaphor

in new ways, and may create new patterns and neologisms (31).

Metaphoring,

unlike performatives, is not marked by a set class of verbs,

such as PROMISE

or URGE.

‘be-in-appearance-only’

markers for metaphoring.
similar in that (Austin,

Certain

verbs indicate truth-suspending

or

modes, but these are no< necessary nor sufficient
However,

the two types of speech acts arc

19625-f I):

(a) uttering them is not enough;
(b) but uttering i, the leading incident;
(c) the circumstances must be appropriate;

and

(d) the speaker and hearer perform certain mental actions.
An utterance is not a metaphor,
tempted

metaphor.

interpretation.

Uttering

Circumstances

only a potential

metaphor,

is the leading incident

an at-

of metaphorical

must be appropriate;

for example.

the

genre and discourse for considering (21) a metaphor might be “ordinary.
casual conversation about the topic. Mary
must intend the utterance as metaphor,
it as metaphor.
(or&),

Metaphoring,

but closely related

Jones”. Then. the speaker

and the hearer must interpret

then, is diKerent
to hypothetical

from

ethical

speech

speech (can, not&!,

if).

Let us examine further bow Austin’s criteria for speech acts apply to
metaphoring

(I 962:

36-39).

6.6 Speech?Acr Critm-iu
if we accept metaphoring
tionary

as a type of speech act which has both locu-

and tllocutionary

force, then we can apply

Austin’s

felicit;

criteria, or happiness conditions, to this act:
(A.])

There must exist AN ACCEPTED
a certain conventional

CONVENTIONAL

PROCEDURE

having

effect, that procedure to include the ut-

tering of certain words by certain persons in certain ci,cumstances.
Three

such conventional

CIATIONS 0R

FORMULAS;

procedures exist: GENRES;

and PRE-CODED

LANGUAGE

Genres, such as poetry, fable, parable,
adve-tisement,

fairy

C~JL'URAL

ASSO-

PRO~LSX~~.
tale, chikren’s

story,

myth, dream, tall tale, and so on, ali are welt-knows

VOROTHY MACK

conventional

procedures
WITHIN

unmarked

for nonliteral

such

genres,

expresGon;

metaphoring

since genre-markers,

occurs

such

as

onrc

n~ort a rime . . . . cue hearers not to expect literalness.
Cultural

associations

emolem.

and

nonliteral

expression.

know

that

cliche,

does not know
Finally,

conventional

language

means Niobe-as-a-type,

language

pro:es\es

and Instrumentification,

noted by Fillmore

However,

this narrowing
and

(1969). Many

banal

of focus by transformationahsts
of isolated

series of me-coded

person as a location,
however,

framework.

We have fitted

explores

their

function

these pre-coded

of comparison-coi~joining
metaphors;

the pre-coded

process of Animalization,

the pre-coded

process of personification

The

particular

--

using an object

PERSONS AND

in

a transformational

processes into

the more

in deep structure,

as in

more specifically,

(23) is

as is (2l),

while

(27) is either

or of Objectification.
CIRCUMSTANCES IN A GIVEN CASE

MUST DE APPROPR?ATEfor the invocation

invoked.

or

using an object or

as in (54). in the context of a case grammar.

(23) and (27): both are ambiguous

(4.2)

of expres-

using an object
--

as in (53); and ~ateriafization

Weinreicb,

framework

-

as in (52): Spatiahration

or person as mass or material,

general

its flexibility

the

ironically,

processes a speaker has at his

discusses lnstrumentification

person as an instrument,

to only

sentences has meant,

the many creative aspects of language

sion. and the whole

(196X),

instance? of LITI RAL USE of these

processes have been starred by Itnguists:

Fillmore

also

processes, part of the creative aspect of a language.

pm-coded

disposal.

to meta-

but others function

and Lambert

ignoring

he

are essential for metaphoring,

Weinreich,

familiar

not a Niobeeven though

Some of these processes arc particu!ar

stch as Synesrhesia and Personitication:

such as Spatialization

most

for

is, but he will

WI~CII quality.

me-coded

as ordinary

epithet.

procedures

and that she represents some quality,

not sufftcient.

phoring.

phrases, such as allusion.

accepted

A hearer may not know who Niobe

in (48) the speaker

down-the-street,

though

or formulaic
are also

of the particular

procedure

‘51
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The right circumstances for metaphoring can be stated for each partccular
case, but also for more general types, such as PersoniticatLln
Animalization

(27) or

(21) and (23). For example, for one kind of persc~nification,

the speaker might be parent or children’s author: the hearers. children;
the time, bedtime; the genre. fairy tale. Then if tables start to dance.
no one is startled.
(B.1)

The procedure must he executed hy all participants

The speaker must create a proper metaphorical
is an Assertion

conjoined

to a Presupposition

U)RRrCTLY.

utterance:

one that

by compa:r\on,

one

that is about the topic of conversation, etc. And the hearer must interpret
this utterance, not as literal comparison

nor as false literal

equation,

but as metaphor.
(B.2)

The procedure must be executed by all participants COUI‘I.~TELY.

r-or example. the speaker must finish his utterance:
(57) ff< ir as 1~62 as. .rtlr., .ulr. ..a peacock.
And the hearer must he listening. And so on.

(f- ) Where the procedure is designed for use by persons having ct
THOUGHTS, FKI.INC;S. OR INTrNTIoNs,

certain

consequential

conduct on the part

then a person puticipating

R~AIN

or for the inauguration

of

of any participant,

in and so invoking the procedure must

in fact hare those thoughts, feelings, or intentions. and the PARTICIPANTS MU?,1 INTEND SO TO CONrHJCr THEMSELVLS.

For example, the speaker must iutend to compare
than

he. joke,

compare

literally.

hearers must interpret nonliterally,

nonliterally,

rather

make up nonsense, etc. Similarly,
rather than insist on a procedure not

intended by the speaker, such as lateral comparison.

That

is, speaker

and hearer intention is crucial.
(r.2)

The persons must so CONDUCT TIIEUSELV~S SUDS~QUEN~LY

The hearer cannot

begin arguing

with

the speaker about

the truth

of his utterance; nor can he accept the utterance at first and then later
go around telling everyone that the speaker is ‘crazy’ because he identified
a girl as a gazelle. War can the speaker expect the hearer to BELIEVE
what he has said; or if the hearer DOES believe the hearer and

ake him

literally, then the speaker cannot chuckle and think he has “put one over”
on the hearer.

DOROTHY
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6.7 What Cat: Go Wrong Widt Mefaphoring
With

these criteria

investigate

of Austin’s

applied

to metaphoring,

we can now

more fully what can go wren:: with the speech act, rather

than how a ‘metaphor’

(a sentence) can be ‘deviant’.

must fit criteria est,blished

First, metaphoring

in gem rat for speech act. That is. the following

must appry:
-

the speaker and hearer knoq

-

the speaker and hearer are not asleep, blind, deaf, dumb,

the language
insane.

etc.
-

the speaker is not ir tending falsehood.

-

the speaker believes the hearer is not asleep . . . etc.
the hearer is not expecting falsehood,

-

the speaker

-

the hearer assumes the speaker is trying to communicate

is trying

.

lies,

etc.

lies, . . . etc.

to communicate

something

to someone
something

to him
-

the hearer tries to interpret,

tries to make sense of what the speaker

rays
-

and other items of ‘good faith’

owever,
(A.].)

more

specifically

for

metaphoring,

we can examine

these:

NON-PLAYS

We have examples

of what Austin

refuses to accept or acknowledge
l~teraimindedness;
pre-coded

calls ‘non-plays”

a conventional

when a hearer

procedure.

SUCI. .s

the hearer refuses to enter in, refuses to accept such

processes as Animation,

blocks interpretation,

gets angry at

the speaker, and so on. This hearer hates poetry, considers fiction a waste
of time (as well as small talk), reads only for ‘information’,
disturb~n~

that Jesus spoke about wineskins

and tinds it

and bridgerooms

instead

of saying right out what he meant. When this bearer becomes speaker,
he wastes no words; he is serious, direct, and often dull. More often, he is
at a loss for words, since he recognizes only a limited
anisms for saying what he is thinking
his discourse
articulate

64.2)
There

of mech-

or observable

phenomena,

and remains

in-

the rest of the time.
ISAPPLICAT~O~S

are ‘right

Personification
body-part

to tangible

number

and feeling. As a result. he restricts

circumstances’

is inappropriate,

~etonymy.

And

for general
for example,

types of metaphoring:
in scientific reports, as is

there are ‘right circumstances*

for

specific

instances of metaphoring a> well. what WC have been calling ‘context and
reference’.

Thus,

one set of “right circumstances’

for

uttering

(21)

might be: speaker and hearer are talking on the way home from work
about the relative merits of the girls in the olticc; immediate
Mary

Jones. not gazelles: other Animalization

expected within

metaphors

topic is
might

be

the same conversation. such as sltr’.~ n con, smce the

pattern has already been established for this discourse.
However,

suppose the circumstances

arc

different:

speahcr

and

hearer are at the zoo, talkrng about deer. impala. and gazcllcs. If the
speaker now says without

pointing.

\/K’S a gu:r//e.

the hearer is lrkcly

to be genuinely confused. We usually talk about animals in general by
i/. unless their sex happens to be relevant to the topic; we don’t usually
switch topics in the middle of a discourse without

some w,trning.

Co

the hearer will not know whether the speaker is referring to ‘I particular
four-legged zoo animal which he has identified as both a
female, or to a nearily girl walking

garclie

and a

towards them. Thus Misimcrpreta-

tions arise from Misapplications.
(RI.)

FLATS

We have already drscu\scd hawed or unhappy simrlcs, ~.uch a\ (9)
through (14) and (Ih), which violate one of the two criteria
[A -

P] form; a correct PrcsuppoGtion.

pari+on-conjoining.

such as (2) through (5). However,

flaws in creating metaphorical
interpretation.

bes~&z speaker

utterances, WC also have hearer flaws in

Hc may not be paymg attention enough to catch a switch

in topic from girl to gazelle, or a switch from literal
metaphorical

thr correct

There arc also fldw\ m com-

epithet. Or hc may lack knowledge:

comparison

to

he thinks all rocks

are green, having seen only green ones; or he does not know that elegies
are poems about the death of someone. and are usually sad.

An

incomplete

act of metaphoring

can occur for

many

reasons:

two instances were just given: the speaker must finish, and the hearer
must be listenmg. Also, the hearer must fnish giving the utterance an
interpretation,
(P.

and not get sidetracked.

I.) ~NSII~~ERITIES

Speakers, when metaphoring,
rather than compare literally
madmen, or children

must intend to attribute and emphasize.
or equate. They cannot be liars, jokers,

or foreigners intending

to be literal.

Similarly,

hearers cannot he hteralists or poetry-haters. Indeed, literalistc would say

that a speaker is being INSINCERE if he moves from uttering (32) to the
more deleted forms (58) and (59):
(58) I feel wornls
(59)

Worm

4rc

crawling

craditg

in my
in my

since “worms can’t crawl

hotm.
hona~.

tN ao~s”

-

presuppositional

knowledge.

However. insincerity must bejudged in terms of intention; if performance
matches intention, then a speaker cannot be judged insincere. If a speaker
utters (58) or (59) in reply to the question, “What’s wrong with you?“,
we cannot consider him insincere simply because he replies metaphorically, rather than trying to describe his sensation in medical terminology.
Nor can he he considered insincere because he extends a Presupposition
temporarily,

if this is what he intends to do to convey his feelings; he

is not iminccre if he knows bones are solid and cannot be crawled in,
y:t nevertheless utters (58) or (59); he is simply using language nonliterally in an accepted, me-coded pattern: Spatialization.
consider metaphoring
(F.2)

Thus, we do not

itself an ‘insincere’ speech act.

REJECTIONX

Finally,

hearers, because of false exnectations, cannot subsequently

reject a speaker’s discourse. Some examples have jus: been given; another
is, if a hearer took a speaker’s mctaphoring as literal directions and them
became disgusted when they did not work.
In the majority
ventions (A.
FLAWS IN

of this paper, we

I), circumstances

PROcCDURC

(B.

1, 2).

(A.&

have

focused on pre-coded con-

intention

(I-. I), and particularly,

Since circumstances and intention can

disambiguate simile from literal comparison and metaphor from partial
definhion:

and flaws in procedure can explain why certain constructions

are ‘unhappy
odd

then utterances like (28) and (60) are no longer mysteriously

:

This utterance violates condition

(B.1.A)

-

we are hard pressed to

find a compared Predicate in the deep structure:
[triuttgrchri/y

BE Xl ‘v [ANIMATE

UNLESS circumstances, (A.2),

drink coke]

inform us that Triangrrhrity

is the nickname

for a child or dog; or UNLESS speaker intention, (F.1). tells us that (28)
and (60) are supposed to be unint~rpretable, and were created specifically
to illustrate anomalous constructions.

Studying
locutionary

metaphoring

object which is ‘devtant’.

Austin
“not

;I\ a type of \pcech act with

force, rather than as an iwlated

enable5 us 10 explain

or ‘shock \aluc’
they utile

such fatlure? and odtliticb

hY

use”

Y uhen

both

lingutsttc

and

convders
normal

impact’
IDINTII

at, proce\x

and tllocutinnary

or ‘pl!trtvgnatton’
about

mccaphor.
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